Dear Primary 7s,

I'm Freya and was put into 1.4. I'm writing this letter because moving into St Andrews Academy is probably scary and I know that because it was scary for me to. I am also writing to tell use all about the rumours, what to expect and clubs.

I was nervous about people being horrible and all the work being really hard but in reality no one is horrible unless there's a reason to be and the work isn't as hard as you may think. The exciting bit about going in to high school is there's more clubs to go to and you will meet loads of new friends!

On your first day, you should expect nothing different from primary school minus the dining tables and the rules. In secondary, you have to use the one way system to prevent being squished and shoved, also some seats are saved for older kids and you might get told to move but just ignore them!

Some of the really good subjects are art, tech and ict. In art, your aloud you get to do lots of fun drawings and use different techniques, in tech u get to make objects, like boxes and more, out of wood and design some of them however you like! Finally, ict is really good because u get to discover new things to do on computer, and sometimes play games.

There are plenty of clubs and activities o choose from such as football, netball, karate, and other good ones! I don't attend any but some of my friends do and they enjoy them a lot!

The best things about St Andrews is all the activities you can do and is great because if your ever feeling down, all staff are there to help you especially guidance. Use can all be looking forward to all the new friends you will have, all the clubs you can go to and all the different classes.

Some advice is to stay out of all the drama and fights because it can affect your school work, especially when you have to be pulled out of class for it. Also don't be cheeky to teachers because they won't let you away with it like primary teachers would.

If use have any problems or are feeling down, use can talk to staff, buddies, guidance, head teacher and they will all give use support and help you with your problems!

Thank you for reading my letter

Kind regards

Freya.